Greek Dogs - Logic Puzzle

A local chapter of the Greek Mythology Association is attempting to schedule a meet and greet at a local dog park. Each person has a dog which was given a name from Greek mythology. All of the owners, strangely enough, had different cell phone companies. Your task is to determine which dog belonged to which owner, what cell phone company the owner uses, and the year the owner was married.

1. The 5 people were Jenny, the person married in 1929, the person with the AT&T cell phone, the person who named their dog Cassiopeia, and Julie
2. The person with the Sprint cell phone got married after the person who named their dog Agamemnon.
3. The person who named their dog Hephaestus got married before the person who named their dog Agamemnon.
4. The person who named their dog Cassiopeia got married after the person with the T-Mobile cell phone.
5. The person with the AT&T cell phone is not Jason.
6. The person married in 1976 is James.
7. Of the person with the Sprint cell phone and Jason, one got married in 1946 and the other named their dog Agamemnon.
8. The person married in 1982 named their dog Lycurgus.
9. The person who named their dog Lycurgus is not Josie or Jenny.
10. Either the person with the Nextel cell phone or the person with the Sprint cell phone is James.
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